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ABSTRACT

RASSIN is a system for professional meteorological visualization that has been developed by the Fraunhofer-IGD together with the German National Weather Service DWD. The software is being used in DWD’s research department. Its scope is the visualization of numerical simulation data and measured data. This results in a very precise and highly interactive weather forecasting. Furthermore, the system serves the meteorologists in the evaluation of new forecast models. RASSIN follows a consistent strategy to perform calculation and visualization only on the original, irregular, dynamic grid of the meteorological data. The integration of a new concept for time-critical visualization allows scientific animations. The realized HCI-concept is tailored for users from meteorological sciences.

1 INTRODUCTION

In meteorology a correct interpretation of massive amounts of measured and simulated data is not possible without the techniques of scientific visualization.

For the visualization of meteorological data many systems are available, including turnkey systems and application builders. General purpose visualization systems like AVS, and IRIS Explorer are of limited use because they do not offer special meteorological techniques. Furthermore, the user interface cannot be sufficiently tailored to the special needs of meteorologists.

Several of the turnkey systems were designed for the presentation of meteorological data to a lay audience. Examples are TriVis [Schro93], Triton 17 [Kavou96], and AccuWeather [Accu96, Zwir95], to mention just a few. These systems are not applicable to scientific visualization and do not permit a scientific analysis of meteorological data.

Scientific visualization of meteorological data is possible with systems like McIDAS [Hibba89], MeteoVis [Weiha95], EarthWatch [Earth96], and Vis5D [Hibba89]. RASSIN, which is described in this paper, belongs to this group. Its scope is the visualization of numerical simulation data for weather forecasting. The concurrent goals are very precise and highly interactive visualization.

Our approach in RASSIN has the following key aspects: a consistent calculation and visualization only on the original irregular, dynamic grid of the meteorological data, the integration of a new concept for time-critical visualization by scientific animation, and an HCI-concept, which is tailored to users from meteorological sciences.

To analyse meteorological simulation data efficiently, they should be visualized on their original, irregular grid. Interfaces to existing data bases have to be implemented in order to import the output of numerical simulations as well as observation data. Because dynamics is a key feature in meteorology, methods and tools for a scientific animation must be implemented [Encar93, Lux95]. The data must be prepared and handled flexibly by the system so it remains interactive despite the huge amounts. For a correct visualization, data must be synchronized in time and in geographical space. All visualization techniques that are required by the meteorologists must be implemented. Last but not least, such a system must be easy-to-use and easy-to-learn for any user [Foley90].

RASSIN is implemented on X11 with OSF/Motif and on IGD’s Vis-a-Vis rendering system [Frueh92]. Vis-a-Vis is based on OpenGL for fast image generation. RASSIN has been successfully installed on Silicon Graphics hardware varying from an Indy or Indigo² Maximum-Impact to a large Onyx Infinite Reality system.

2 METEOROLOGICAL DATA

For the calculation of weather simulations numerical forecast models are required. The German National Weather Service (DWD) is working with several different forecast models. The data from their European, their German and their new mesoscale local model can be imported and visualized by RASSIN. These models
have different extents and resolutions. The European model has $181 \times 129 \times 20$ grid points with a resolution of 0.5 degree (approx. 50 km). The German model has $109 \times 109 \times 20$ points with 0.125 degree (approx. 15 km) [Prome84]. The local model over Germany has $300 \times 300 \times 20$ grid points with approximately 2.5 km resolution [Doms95]. Simulations are carried out every two hours, forecasts are computed up to 78 hours in advance.

The models have an irregular and dynamic grid structure. Every grid point of the lowest layer describes exactly one geographical point on the earth, given in coordinates of longitude and latitude. Note that only the horizontal location of the 3D grid points is static. The vertical position is variable, depending on the computed local pressure! The meteorological data are computed for every 3D grid point. These points can carry scalar or vector information of many different variables [Prome81], e.g., pressure, temperature, wind direction and speed, specific cloud water content and many more [Damra92].

To accelerate the speed of the numerical simulation the computation is performed in a transformed grid. This grid has the convenient property of being Chapterequally spaced in horizontal orientation (see Chapter 3.1). The output of the numerical simulation is stored in this transformed grid using the so called GRIB database [EM91]. For every meteorological variable the values with a reference to the model grid are memorized.

In addition to the output of numerical simulations, observed data can be imported into RASSIN, as well. This kind of data is stored in the so called MAP database [Pogod97]. For every location – more than 8000 on land, sea and in the atmosphere – several meteorological variables are recorded. In separate files the position for each station is given in longitude and latitude coordinates. Of course, these positions are not identical to nodes of the simulation grid. To visualize the measured data, other transformation are needed (see Chapter 3.3).

3 VISUALIZATION

3.1 Simulation Grid - Basic Transformations

As mentioned above, the grids of the simulations we are visualizing are characterized by their dynamic vertical coordinates. Furthermore, the data is stored in the transformed horizontal-regular grid. To guarantee a mathematically and physically exact visualization of the meteorological data, the real-world coordinates in the horizontal and vertical directions must be derived from the simulation output.

In the vertical direction all described models have 20 layers. The coordinates of the layers can either represent height values (z-system) or pressure values (p-system). Both states depend on the pressure values on the ground (PS) and on model-specific vertical coordinate parameters (AK, BK). In meteorological practice the visualization of simulated data is usually requested either at the horizontal grid slices or between two horizontal slices. To calculate the pressure for each horizontal slice, the following equation must be solved [Edda93]:

$$P(i, j, k) = AK(k) + BK(k) \times PS(i, j)$$

(1)

$$P(i, j, k) = AK(k) + AK(k + 1) \cdot \frac{BK(k) + BK(k + 1)}{2} \times PS(i, j)$$

(2)

The values for the z-system depend on the differences of the temperature and the pressure at every layer:

$$Z(i, j, k + 1) = Z(i, j, k) + \frac{18\times 1000}{1 + \left(\frac{T_2 - T_1}{273.5}\right) \times \log\left(\frac{P_1}{P_2}\right)}$$

(3)

The calculation starts at the lowest slice level with terrain as the basic height. Thus, the height values (in meters) for the vertical grid points are determined.

The data from the European model are internally stored in the so called “rotated latitude/longitude grid” [EM91]. This is a horizontal-regular grid where the simulations can be calculated 35% faster than in the irregular grid. To derive the rotated latitude/longitude grid “the north pole is transformed into the pacific”. See Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Simulation Grid

Figure 2: Rotated latitude/longitude grid
To elucidate the difference between geographical coordinates and the rotated latitude/longitude grid the bounding vertices of the two grids are listed in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>geographical</th>
<th>rotated-spheric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 62° N, 36° W</td>
<td>32° S, 57° W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 6° N, 36° W</td>
<td>32° S, 33° E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 6° N, 108° W</td>
<td>32° N, 57° E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 62° N, 108° W</td>
<td>32° N, 57° W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to visualize the data, every grid point must be transformed back from the rotated system into the geographical system using equations 4 and 5. Here, the index \( rs \) denotes the coordinates of the north pole in the rotated latitude/longitude grid and \( n \) the north pole in the geographical system:

\[
\phi = \sin(\cos\Phi \cos\lambda + \sin\Phi \sin\phi)
\]

\[
\lambda = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{\sin\Phi \cos\lambda + \sin\phi \sin\lambda}{\cos\Phi \cos\lambda + \sin\Phi \sin\phi}\right)
\]

(4)

Usually, the meteorological model grids are displayed not in the geographical system but in a stereographic projection. This can be performed with the following calculation, where \( \lambda \) and \( \phi \) are a point’s coordinates while \( \text{pol}_x \) denotes the north pole’s geographical coordinates. [Prome76, Aftah94]:

\[
P_x = \text{pol}_x - \tan\left(\frac{90° - \varphi}{2}\right) \times \sin(10° - \lambda) \times c
\]

The \( y \)-coordinate is calculated similarly. Here, \( c \) is a constant term which is required for the projection [Aftah94]. With the described calculations for the vertical and horizontal coordinates a mathematically and meteorologically exact visualization can be performed.

### 3.2 Visualization Techniques

Several visualization techniques have been implemented for an efficient analysis of the meteorological data. After discussion with our partners at the German Weather Service, we selected the visualization techniques and implemented them with respect to the users’ needs. Each of our algorithms generates polygonal and/or textual graphical primitives which are passed over to our Vis-a-Vis rendering system [Frueh92].

**Contour lines**

Contour lines are used for two different purposes – as context information and as isolines. Context geometry, such as grid lines, country borders, coast lines, and rivers are essential for the user’s orientation in a meteorological visualization. While grid lines or grid layers are generated from the simulation results (see Chapter 3.1) geographical context information is read from files. Isolines in scalar simulation results can be computed on grid layers as well as on arbitrarily oriented slices (see below). The lines are generated as linear splines with a variable resolution and can be color-coded.

![Figure 3: Isolines and pressure](image)

**Text**

Text strings are used for several purposes. The data level of each isoline can be represented either by an accompanying text string or through use of color-coding. Text is also applied to display the real-world altitude (or the pressure level) of a horizontal slice. Furthermore, textual display of local simulation data is utilized in interactive data probing (see Chapter 4).

**Slicing**

Slicing in the ijk-layers of the curvilinear simulation grid is performed quickly without computational effort. Additionally, horizontal and vertical slices can be oriented freely in the simulation grid. Arbitrary positioning of slices is not allowed in our system because such visualizations are of little use to forecaster. Slices can be color-coded with respect to a mapping transfer function which is specified by the user. Between the sampling points on the slices Gouraud color interpolation is performed by the graphics hardware. As an alternative, isolines of scalar simulation results (and derived scalars) can be displayed on the slicing planes. During slicing, a real-time update of the visualization is achieved through a variable resolution of sampling points in the slices.

![Figure 4: Arbitrary slices](image)

**Isosurfaces**

Isosurfaces are closed polygonal surfaces representing a certain data level in a continuous data volume. In our sys-
3.3 Integration of Observation Data

The integration of simulated data with measured data is one of the challenging research issues in scientific visualization [Hesse94, Pagen95a, Pagen95b]. Comparative visualization is used to investigate the accuracy of the simulation model and to enhance the simulation algorithms. In meteorological observation, data is gathered hourly for many locations all around the world and is stored in the MAP database as described in Chapter 2. However, in most cases simulation time and observation time are not identical. Furthermore, the geographical distribution of the observation stations is not on a grid but scattered.

Currently in our system, observation data can be visualized only using icons, symbols, and text (see Fig. 8). Thus, a comparison of simulated and observed data is only possible at the locations of the observation stations. If simulation time and observation time are not identical, one or the other can be interpolated. Even in this simple case we have to be aware of possible errors induced by the visualization, e.g., through color interpolation if pseudo-color is used. If we want to compare the data at the numerical level, we transform the geographical coordinates of the observation location to the rotated latitude/longitude coordinate system. In this coordinate system we derive the local simulated data through bi-linear interpolation from the data at the surrounding grid nodes.

In the future we intend to transform the scattered observation data with a triangulation algorithm to an unstructured triangle-grid. On this basis a suitting interpolation algorithm will be choosen. Then, we will be able to compare simulated and observed meteorological data also using isolines at the bottom layer of the computational grid. A careful analysis of the interpolation-induced error will be carried out before we release such an analysis tool to meteorologists.

4 NAVIGATION AND INTERACTION

Real-time visualization with a high degree of interaction is the key to an efficient analysis of complex simulation data [Brod92, McCor87]. On one side, powerful graphics hardware and fast visualization algorithms are required. On the other side, an efficient implementation for user navigation and interaction in 3D space is essential.
Navigation

We implemented a software solution for user navigation in 3D data space with the standard mouse. Since our users' aim is not a fly-through such as in VR applications but an interactive analysis of 3D simulation data we realized a scene-in-the-hand navigation as it is used in desktop engineering applications such as CAD/CAE systems.

Rotation of the scene is realized using a virtual trackball. Zooming and panning are also possible via direct interaction in the 3D graphics window. Application-specific standard viewpoints as well as viewpoint reset are provided through buttons in the 2D GUI.

Interaction with data

Interaction for configuration and control of the visualization system is provided through the Motif-based GUI (see Chapter 7). Rotation of the dataset is realized via a virtual trackball. Zooming and panning are also implemented through direct mouse-input in the 3D graphics window. User interaction with the data itself is a powerful approach for a faster analysis of complex simulation data [Spera90]. Slicing and cropping are implemented in our system - as requested by our partners at the DWD - through input in the Motif-GUI. However, we are currently implementing a mechanism for steering probes in 3D data space using direct input in the 3D graphics window.

In principle, point probing can be realized with a 3D manipulator as well. 2D point probing is not as flexible as 3D point probing but more user-friendly. Our current implementation of 2D point probing is restricted to that data which is currently visualized with pseudo-colors on slices. When the mouse is clicked, one frame is rendered purely with ambient light into the back-buffer. Then the pixel color is read, the mapping transfer function of the pseudo-color visualization is inverted, and the local data value is extracted and displayed in numerical form. A more accurate and more flexible point probing algorithm on basis of the calculation of ray/object intersection points will be implemented in the future.

5 TIME-CRITICAL VISUALIZATION

In meteorology dynamics are especially important. In particular, most weather situations can only be analyzed correctly if their dynamics are considered. In most currently available visualization systems the animation features appear to be an add-on. They are limited to playing image sequences or visualizing several datasets consecutively over time, instead of providing precise mechanisms for time control. To visualize the dynamics in meteorology this animation concept is insufficient. A scientific animation is needed. Some research has already been carried out in this field, e.g., by [Polth94, Wijk94, Bryso96].

The implemented animation module of RASSIN [Aftah95, Lux95] gives the user complete control over how the time-dependent data is visualized. During the scientific animation, the user can continue to fully interact with the system. By decoupling the image display rate from the image generation times, an especially precise analysis of the dynamics is realized. This decoupling is possible because the rendering times are estimated.

The internal data management concept and visualization techniques treat time equally as the fourth dimension of the data. The handling of time must happen concurrently and analogously to the geometric transformations in the three-dimensional space [Asth91]. Each object has a 4th coordinate which describes its time of existence. The handling of this 4th coordinate allows translation, scaling, shearing, projection and rotation in time. These are the so called time-transformations [Lux95]. The selected viewport in the scene also has a fourth dimension, which is the time period to be mapped on a viewing time. Thus zooming and clamping in the time axis can be performed.

For allowing time control in scientific animation the difference between the real physical time (t\text{real}) and the data time (t\text{data}) must be distinguished. This is achieved with the definition of the animation-scale-factor (s\text{a}), which describes the relation from real time interval to data time interval [Wijk94].

\[ s\text{a} = \frac{\Delta t\text{data}}{\Delta t\text{real}} \] (7)

Rendering geometrical scenes into frames on the screen always consumes a certain minimum amount of computation time. Frames cannot be shown faster than they are produced. Furthermore, constant rendering times are not achievable due to changing scene complexities or varying processor loads. This requires an a-priori rendering time estimate.

Usually, most scientific animation functions simply trigger the rendering of scenes regularly and get the image display rate depend on the homogeneity of rendering times. To achieve a constant image display rate, the separation of rendering and displaying is necessary. Images must be rendered in advance, long enough before they are to be displayed. By adjusting the time between rendering-completion and image-display, the lack of homogeneity of rendering times can be absorbed. But when there is a long delay between rendering and displaying of frame (i), the system cannot allow interactions by the user. Interactions are only possible between the display of frame (i) and the rendering of the next frame (i+1) (see Fig. 9). So an estimate of the rendering time is necessary. Furthermore, a decision on how much of the remaining time will be used for interaction and how much for waiting (absorption safety) is needed. The estimation is performed by causing the animation module to look back on the last measured times. The estimation is controlled after preparing and rendering of a frame. The decision of how to distribute the remaining time, is left to the user. He must choose a position between maximum interaction time and maximum display accuracy safety.

The implementer-defined time between two frames (t\text{frame}), can be divided into a) the time for allowed interaction for the next frame (t\text{interaction}), b) the time for preparing the next frame within the visualization system (t\text{prepare}), c) the time for rendering (t\text{render}), and d) the time for waiting until the frame will be displayed (t\text{wait}). Figure 9 shows these timings:
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Figure 9: Time between two frames

For the creation of frame (i), the following procedure must be performed: first, the time for preparing and rendering is estimated (this is the minimum amount of computation time). If the total estimated time \( t_{\text{work}} \) is greater than \( t_{\text{frame}} \), a number of frames must be skipped. The number

\[
\Delta \text{datastep} = \left\lfloor \frac{t_{\text{work}}}{t_{\text{frame}}} \right\rfloor
\]

is calculated and the frame \((i + \Delta \text{datasteps})\) will be the next one created. Of the remaining time \((t_{\text{frame}} \cdot \text{datastep} - t_{\text{work}})\) an implementer-defined percentage is allowed for user interactions. Next, after allowing interactions for a time of \( t_{\text{interact}} \) the preparation of frame \((i)\) is performed by the visualization system and the time actually consumed is measured. If the time now left until the demanded display of frame \((i)\) is shorter than the estimated rendering time \( t_{\text{irend}} \):

\[
t_{\text{interact}} + t_{\text{prep}} + t_{\text{rend}} > t_{\text{frame}}
\]

the creation of frame \((i)\) is immediately aborted and the creation of frame \((i+j)\) (where \( j \) is calculated by a new estimate) is started. The user interactions performed up to now are stored in the event-queue (i.e., the interaction concept of Motif), so that they are considered in the creation of the next frame.

In the other case (enough time left), the rendering is performed by the visualization system. After the rendering, the time actually consumed is checked. If it is too early to display the next image:

\[
t_{\text{interact}} + t_{\text{prep}} + t_{\text{rend}} \leq t_{\text{frame}}
\]

the animation will wait until the exact moment \( t_{\text{bu}} \). Therefore, the timings are like in Figure 9. Otherwise, if after the rendering the time \( t_{\text{frame}} \) is overstepped:

\[
t_{\text{interact}} + t_{\text{prep}} + t_{\text{rend}} > t_{\text{frame}}
\]

the image will be shown immediately and the implementer will be informed about this tardiness. Then, the estimation for the next frame can begin.

With the determination of the percentage of interaction time the implementer has the choice of deciding between the display accuracy and amount of interaction. This process of a-priori time estimation is based upon the assumption that constant values of \( t_{\text{frame}} \) correspond to a constant time between the single datasets. With slight modification, this works for data scattered along the time axis as well. Here, only the calculation of datasteps must be adapted to variable \( t_{\text{frame}} \) values [Lux95].

If time steps are missing in the data or if they are scattered along the time axis, interpolation in time is performed to produce a virtually regular dataset in time. This is also useful when a higher resolution in time is desired than provided by the data in order to get smoother animations. The interpolation of data in time may be linear or calculated by using a higher order function. The calculation can either be during the animation, which results in increasing \( t_{\text{prepare}} \) values, or prior to the animation, resulting in an increased memory consumption of the visualization system.

6 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Our visualization system has a modular software architecture. It is divided into sub-modules so that the system is flexible and expandable.

Figure 10: System architecture

The system works with a configuration file where meteorological data and their attributes are defined. Thus, the system appears from the start as a meteorological-turnkey system. No further configuration by the user is required and the exploration of the data can commence immediately.

The specified data can be imported from the GRIB- or MAP-database, i.e., simulated or measured data (see Chapter 2). The loaded data is processed and stored in the administration module. The internal data management concept contains two general list [Aftab94]. In the first data list (controlled by the data module) the values for each meteorological variable are stored with a pointer to the referenced model coordinates. Each variable contains a pointer to the object list in which the rendered visualization objects are stored (controlled by the object module).

The user can specify any desired visualization technique and visualization objects. With the integrated animation module the user can define a single time stamp or a scientific animation to be visualized. The chosen visualization object and the time will be filtered in the geographical and temporary synchronization. Thus, only the objects that are convenient to the geographic- and time-contexts pass the filter and are admitted to the rendering.
module. After rendering the objects, they are stored and managed by the object administration module as described above. In the 3D scene the user can navigate and interact with the visualized objects.

During run-time, new visualization techniques and objects can be chosen and different time steps or a scientific animation can be performed. Furthermore, any number of datasets with additional meteorological variables or new time steps can be imported on demand. Rendered frames can be sent to a printer, e.g., for presentations. Single pictures or animated sequences can be stored as yuv-files or sent to a digital video recorder.

7 HCI CONCEPT

RASSIN offers a thoroughly designed human computer interaction concept which is tailored to users from meteorological sciences. The concept is based on the five principles for ergonomic dialogue design [DIN88]. Therefore, the typical meteorological work flow must be investigated [VD190]. This work can be divided into two parts: in the daily operation the meteorologist produces the weather forecast. The output of the numerical simulations must be quickly evaluated. In his/her scientific work the correctness of new forecast models must be proved [Kaise95]. With this background the following five principles were realized:

Adequate to the task: The user interface has two different levels. The first level contains all interaction elements needed to generate the weather forecast. In the second level additional elements and tools are available for an analysis of the data in more detail.

Self description: The names of the elements and the labels of the buttons are self-explanatory or adapted to the meteorological technical language. The user information shows the actual geographical and time context of the visualized data.

Controllable: Configuration files allow definable default settings of all parameters which are relevant to the visualization at system start up. During run-time, any number of datasets can be imported on demand. The elements are inserted and deleted dynamically through the user interface. Thus, only the elements which are currently necessary are shown. A high level of interaction is also achieved through the use of keyboard shortcuts. Furthermore, application-specific standard viewpoints as well as a viewpoint reset are provided through buttons.

Expectation conformity: The procedure to visualize all objects is similar, independent of the dataset and the object itself. Thus the users-computer dialogue is consistent throughout.

Error robustness: Any incorrect user input is intercepted with constructive error messages.

In addition to these five principles, a general color concept for the GUI has been implemented. This concept supports work using simultaneous, multiple meteorological variables by linking color coded visualization objects with variable names and user-interface elements (see Fig. 11).

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

RASSIN is a visualization system for the operational meteorological use. It was developed at Fraunhofer-IGD for the German National Weather Service DWD. The software serves for actual forecasting as well as for visualization in the context of simulation-code development. RASSIN allows an interactive investigation of numerical, measured, and/or observed meteorological data which are read from different databases. The time-dependent data may be 2D, like (ground-)pressure, or 3D, like temperature or wind. The visualization of simulation data is performed using the original irregular grid, which is - because of the correlation of actual pressure and temperature values - dynamically. The geographical and temporarily context of the meteorological data is considered at every visualization step.

To analyze and investigate the dynamics of the data a dedicated concept for time-critical visualization was implemented. The human-computer-interaction has been designed for an intuitive use of the system by meteorologists.

In future, on one side, we will extend the currently implemented visualization features by traditionally-meteorological visualization techniques. On the other side, advanced graphics features, like hardware-textures, will be exploited to further improve the performance of the system.
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